
Controller's manual

Buttons Description

OK - menu entry, submenu, value saving and confirmation
ESC - controller switching on/off, exiting submenu without saving, ending the seed test, 
switching the working /stop mode
arrow up/down – the menu navigating, value option changing, fast dosage correction in 
the working mode
Signal light – signalizes working modes and alarms.

Switching on/off

To switch on the controller - the ESC button must be held
To switch off the controller - the ESC button, in the working mode, must be pressed for 
about 3 seconds.

The screen display during working mode

The selected type of grain is displayed in the top line of the screen. In the lower line on the 
left there is an indicator of working modes: WORK / STOP. The working mode is selected 
by the short-time pressing of the ESC button. On the right a seed dosage is shown. A 
quick correct ion of  a  seed dosage may be done by arrow but tons.
There are displays of a controller in the working or stop modes shown bellow:

Type of grain

Symbols

Conducting the seed test is essential to achieve precise dosing

 Type of grain Dna g/rot 
Brarley 2 422 
Oat 2 230 
Veth 1 417 
Buckwheat 1 296 
Grass 2 175 
Lupin 3 563 
Mustard 1 355 
Alfalfa 1 401 
Red clover 1 394 
Phacelia 2 344 
Rye 2 405 
Rapeseed 1 342 
Poppy 1 319 
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WHEEL PULS.DIST. SET MANUALLY WHEEL PULS.DIST.
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The grain name with a marker * next to it is the type of 
grain currently selected. To change the grain name, 
the exchange of particular letters must be done by 
using the arrow up or down. Moving to another letter 
is effected by pressing the OK button. The OK button, 
after the last letter entering, confirms the name and 
saves it. The name edition may be completed earlier 
by pressing the OK button longer.
The basic parameter of each grain is the User 
Coeficcient [g/rot]. The change of it is possible for 
each type of grain. The result of the seed test is 
automatically entered into the User Coeficcient field.
The Factory Coefficient [g/rot] option is visible only 
for factory defined types of grain.
Choosing the Factory Coefficient option and 
confirming it will cause the replacement of the User 
Coeficcient parameter by the value of Factory 
Coefficient one.
Options Change Name and Remove Grain are visible 
only for types of grain defined by a user.
In the box on the left the factory values of seed 
coefficient of predefined types of grain are 
presented.

  Mustard
STOP   kg/ha30.0

Switching the options by arrow 
up/down buttons,

Pressing the OK button enters the 
option, after changing the value and 
confirming it by the OK button a new 
setting will be saved and this will 
cause the return to the previous menu 
level.Pressing the ESC button exits 
the option without saving

Pressing the OK button enters the 
option.Pressing the ESC button 
exits the option without saving,

The completing of seed test by the 
ESC button.

 DIAGRAM MENU - AP2

ACTUAL WH.DIST.
        10.30 cm

If discrepancy between the calculated by a system weight 
of grain and the value shown by the scales is higher than 
20%, the seed test must be repeated. Press OK.

If discrepancy between the calculated by a system weight 
of grain and the value shown by the scales is lower than 
20%, the seed test may be finished. Press ESC.


